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Abstract 

The ritual of taking photographs of their destination has become a must for tourists and they 

can always be seen carrying their cameras to capture the moment to take back home as a 

souvenir of the trip. A photograph has a different meaning for each individual and the logic 

behind each photograph is illustrated through the lens of the camera and what they see. The 

influence of individuals are also different as there are factors that affect their perception, and 

these are environmental factors, code of conduct, usage of photo, and the tourists themselves. 

Those factors are related to each other, as taking a photograph is like a puzzle, and an 

individual needs to be concerned with the various aspects, and weigh up their importance 

differently. The research has been conducted in Bangkok, Thailand. There are 400 

questionnaires which were distributed at famous tourist leisure attractions such as Asiatique  

or Vachira  Benjatas  Park (Suan  Rot Fai).  There are 280 female and 120 male contributions 

to the research data. This data has been processed using Regression, ANOVA and 

Independent Sample t-test. The results have shown that there are relationships between tourist 

photo taking behavior with environmental, individual code of conduct and usage of photo. 

The individual photography skill has an influence on how the tourist will take a photograph 

as the difference in taking photographs can be affected by the level of awareness and 

expectation. This direct research shows how awareness of tourist photo taking and its usage 

will become a critical point as photography is one of the most powerful mediums of 

communication which is the main reason why tourist takes photo. The continued use of 

digital photography and sharing media online will become the norm in society as the younger 

generation has created the phenomenon of shoot and share, and therefore, understanding and 

educating tourists to follow guidelines when taking photographs is a must, as it can either be 

a tool to promote tourism or have a negative effect on the tourism industry and daily life of an 

individual. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

1.1 Background of Research 

1.1.1 Development of Photography 

Travelers have their own way of telling and recalling moments of their travel. In the past, 

before the invention of the first camera in 1826, a traveler could capture memories by 

painting the places they visited or buying souvenirs or using other ways to reconstruct their 

trip. In 1826, a French inventor, Joseph Nicephore  Niepce  introduced the world's first 

photographic image, and since then the technology to capture moments through camera has 

developed. The development of the camera now allows people access to cameras with less 

skill to use. In 1991, the first digital camera was produced by Nikon (model F-3) but was still 

expensive even for professional photography. Development of technology changed the way 

of taking photographs, and with the introduction of digital photography, discouraged the use 

of film cameras by consumers. This changed the behaviour of consumers in their approach 

towards buying digital cameras. 

The digital camera is no longer just for professionals, as it has surpassed the film camera and 

geralds  the digital age. A study in Western Europe has shown that digital cameras are one of 

the most popular personal items purchased by every household. The bar chart (figure 1.1, p.2) 

shows that some households own more than one digital camera (InfoTrends').  

InfoTrends  is the leading worldwide market research and strategic consulting firm for the digital imaging and 
document solutions industry. 
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Figure 1.1 Number of digital cameras owned in Western Europe per household. 
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(Source:http://www.infotrends.com/public/Content/INFOSTATS/Articles/2011/08.24.2011.h  
tml)  

Figure 1.1 shows the trend of owning digital cameras in Western Europe. From the bar chart, 

France owns the highest percentage with one digital camera per household. Germany has the 

highest percentage of owners with two cameras per household. Spain has the highest 

percentage in terms of ownership with more than five cameras per household. This represents 

that in the future there would be no first time buyers of digital cameras. Moreover, the 

production of digital cameras from leading camera brands has been increasing steadily over 

time. 
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Table 1.1 Production of Digital Cameras from 2007-2010 

Year 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Production of 100,981,778 116,166,909 103,040,969 121,776,943 
Digital Cameras 

Source :  Camera and Imaging Products Association 
http://www.cipajp/english/data/dizital.html  

Table 1.1 shows that the production of Digital Cameras from leading camera brands has 

steadily increased from time to time. This report is from the Camera and Imagine Products 

Association, which is the association that gathers information from major digital camera 

brand production. This will help to predict ownership of digital cameras but in contrast, 

ownership of digital compact cameras will be less, as there are more devices integrated with 

digital cameras. 

These are just some indicators that owning a digital camera has become necessity for many 

people. This has shown that the way of taking a photograph or capturing a slice of life has 

changed and will continue to change. Hence, in future, taking a good quality photograph will 

no longer be the job of professionals, as the potential to take a quality photograph will be 

more open to amateurs and anyone interested in photography. 

3 
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1.1.2 Travel Photography 

These days, whenever people prepare for travel they rarely forget to take a digital camera. 

Cameras have become one of the main gadgets or equipment to take. This question cannot be 

answered specifically as a photograph is not a limited subject, but based on the creativity and 

satisfaction of the person who views it. 

It can be categorized into various forms such as landscape photography, portrait photography, 

wildlife photography, cultural photography, and much more. 

Photography is also a career that many people want to pursue, especially travel photography, 

where people travel around the globe to carry out their assignment or build their portfolio to 

advance their career. In order to become a travel photographer and get hired by an agency, a 

good quality photograph is not enough; it must also be able to tell a story through that 

photograph (Stuckey, 2010). Besides selling their photographs to agencies, the travel 

photographer can also become a trainer or coach for a photographic tour, taking people who 

have an interest in photography to learn and practice their skills and increase their knowledge 

in various aspects of photography. There are workshops or tours available for tourists or 

those interested in photography. One example is a workshop run by Gavin Gough, a 

freelance travel photographer who has organized such a workshop or a tour and also sells 

photographs to many agencies (http://www.gavingough.com/).  

4 



1.1.3 Photo Tourism 

Photo tourism is defined as "travel away from home to engage in photography-related 

services provided by the tourist destination or tour operator"(Backman,  2009). There are two 

types of photo tourism. The first one is a guided service where the tour operator takes the 

tourist through various destinations as set out in the tour program. These kinds of tours are 

suitable for experienced photographers. The second type of service is related to education, as 

photography is not just limited to a studio for learning and mastering photography —  there are 

various categories and techniques in photography. In order to learn more and master certain 

photographic techniques or styles, the photographer will accumulate experience from every 

picture taken. It is like visiting a cultural or heritage attraction such as the Grand Palace; 

visitors cannot take anything away except sweet memories to capture the moment of their 

visit, i.e. photographs. In this situation the tourist will learn how to take photographs from a 

professional photographer, learn new techniques for making a better photograph. The 

techniques that the tourist might be engaged in generally, may be landscape photography, 

portrait photography or macro photography, but it will depend on the destination that the 

tourist visits as photography is not allowed in some places. 

1.1.4 Photo Tourism in Thailand 

Thailand is one country that a photographer finds worth visiting for various kinds of 

photography; there are a wide range of services, attractions, natural resources and cultures to 

engage in photo tourism, and also the availability of photographic techniques to learn. 

Firstly, the guided tour will take a photographer to the destination they want to visit or it may 

have been set by the tour operator. This kind of service has characteristics such as 

sightseeing, or it could be a normal package tour available on the market, such as the 

Grasshopper Adventure (http://grasshopperadventures.com/tours.php?style—Photo).  
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Secondly, a professional photographer accompanies the tour for edutainment  purposes. This 

type of tourism is organized by a professional photographer or camera shop. As an example, 

the Photo Hut Group (a chain of camera shops) organizes an edutainment  photography tour 

operation in which the tour participant will learn various kinds of techniques. 

Thirdly, the tour will be organized by the person keen on photography, to gather and organize 

the trip to pursue the pleasure of taking photographs. This can be organized by the channel of 

photography community websites  such as taklong.com,  fotorelax.com  and other websites.  

These community websites  will organize the trip to the destination aligning with seasonality; 

for example, taklon.com  has organized a trip to the north during winter 

(www.taklong.com/tkfanclub).  After photographs have been taken and tourists come back 

with stunning pictures of the places they visited, the next thing they do is to share them 

online, publish some in a book or other publication, and send some in to contests or other 

networks to let others see their photographic work. A professional photographer may enter 

contests or submit photographs for publication as stated before, but for the amateur their aim 

may be to show their photographs on the photography community website  for review of their 

skills, and share the experience of their trip. One thing that contributes to tourism is 

promoting a destination through photo-sharing or informal viewing. The bright side of 

photography is to capture a photograph at different times of the year, showing different 

scenes or how a local's way of life changes throughout the year. This can be another positive 

impact as photo tourism can contribute to promoting and fostering tourism destinations and 

draw more tourists to visit there. 
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1.2 Statement of Problem 

The development of digital camera technology has enabled the tourist to get exposure to 

photography, and equipped with a digital camera at all times, there are many photo 

opportunities. Before taking a photograph, there must be a certain motivation for the tourist to 

take a photograph, derived from various factors. The activity of photograph taking has a 

meaning and hidden purpose as one photograph can have a different meaning at an individual 

level. There are certain factors such as environment, code of conduct, usage of photograph, 

and personal profile. These can influence and shape a tourist's photo taking behaviour to 

reflect what influenced the motivation of a tourist to take a photograph. Also, how a 

difference in age, gender and photography skill affects photo taking behaviour. The answer to 

these problematic issues can lead the way in maximizing tourist experiences once we have 

knowledge of their perceptions. 

Research Questions: 

RQ1: What motivates a tourist to take photos? 

RQ2: What factors encourage and discourage the tourist to take a photo? 

RQ3: How does photo taking behaviour among individuals differ? 

Research Objectives: 

1.2.1  To Examine Thai tourists' decision making in taking photos. 

1.2.2 To investigate the relationship between environmental factors, usage of photo, code of 

conduct on photo taking behaviour. 

1.2.3  To understand the differences between personal profile and photo taking behaviour. 
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1.3 Scope of Research 

This research is focused on Thai domestic tourists who take photographs. This study uses 

Thai language questionnaires and target participants will be Thai nationals, regardless of 

whether the participants in the photography are amateur or professional photographers. 

1.4 Limitations of Study 

Firstly, this research cannot be generalized to other contexts (e.g. the way of perceiving each 

nationality is not the same), due to this research being conducted by focusing on Thai tourists 

only. Secondly, the participants might not provide truthful answers and opinions, and cannot 

be collected from the participants due to factors such as participants who might not cooperate 

and provide a truthfully answered questionnaire. The study site being younger friendly led to 

selection of skewed sample in terms of gender imbalance. Moreover, at the time of data 

collection, the availability of younger respondents than mature respondents, could lead to 

biasness  in the finding. In addition to that, selection of Thai respondents at the time of data 

collection, there were instances of overlapping of local Bangkokians  and non-residents of 

Bangkok. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

This research will contribute to understanding what motivates a tourist to take photos. This 

will help the destination itself understand how tourists perceive its image which can lead to 

development of the weaknesses and strengths of the area that are popular or well known to 

tourists. 

By developing the destination image and understanding that tourists can make the destination 

itself develop in the right direction, this will help the destination and all parties concerned 

with it. On the other hand, this will lead to improved quality of the travel experience for 

tourists. Tourists receive better experiences and will possibly become repeat visitors. 

Moreover, this research will reveal the interaction between photography and tourism, in terms 
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of the relationship for further study in other fields that relate to tourism, for example, tourism 

marketing, sustainable tourism and others. 

Furthermore, this research can be the stepping stone for analyzing keys factors that can help a 

destination to improve the overall visiting experience. This research can therefore be a 

foundation for gaining deeper understanding of a tourist's perception and satisfaction. 

This research will helps destination developer to gain understanding in the part of how to 

develop a destination to design a photogenic site. Also the marketer of the destination will 

understand how importance and impact photo can 

1.6 Definition of Terms 

Amateur- a person who are keen on photography and want to develop to be professional level 

Code of Conduct —  The set of rules, guidelines, practices, and responsibilities of the 

photographer to follow or obey the local norm in order to pay respect to the local community, 

privacy and culture. 

D-SLR Like -  the camera which able to manual configuration and lens is not interchangeable. 

Environmental Factors —  This includes the surrounding environment atthe  time the tourist 

wants to take a photograph. The factors are the natural environment (e.g. raining, low light 

conditions), and the manmade environment (e.g. crowded places, high-rise buildings, antique 

objects, temples, and ruins). 

Hobbyist -  a person who has no willing to pursue in photography but might keen to take 

photos. 

Photo Taking Behaviour —  The behaviour of the photographer when taking photographs. This 

can include the pattern of photograph, preferred style or technique of photography, frequency 

of photo taking. 
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Photo Tourism- travel away from home to engage in photography-related services provided 

by the tourist destination or tour operator. Usage of Photo -  The usage of the photo is how the 

tourist utilises their photograph such as for communication or reminder. 

10 
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Chapter II 

Literature Review 

This section covers the key literature that supports the present study. A basic description of 

photography is provided, followed by a discussion on the link between photography and the 

tourism concept. The subsequent sections provide basic theories to support the inclusion of 

independent and dependent variables. The chapter closes with a section of empirical studies 

connected to the present study. 

2.1 Definition of Photography 8H30 

The development of the digital camera has made photo taking easier for everyone. The era of 

new photo taking is readily available for people at all times as it is integrated with mobile 

devices and small digital cameras. At present, wherever tourists go, we can see that photo 

taking becomes a ritual or a must activity that gives them pleasure and provides memories 

from their trip to become a part of their life. There are certain criteria tourists take into 

consideration before taking a photograph, or it could be simply that photo taking is a selective 

action in deciding what to shoot and not to shoot. 

Photography emerged in this world a long time ago, but before humans invented cameras 

they used their eyes as a camera's shutter and brains for the memory of the things they saw. 

From the time the camera was invented and through its development, the way of taking a 

photograph has changed and become much more accessible to people. The word 

"photography" is derived from the Greek words, 'Photos' which means "light" and 

`graphein'  which means "to draw". The definition emerged to become a method of recording 

the image of an object through the action of light, or related radiation, on a light-sensitive 

material (Encyclopaedia Britannica).  To simplify, the meaning will be 'drawing a picture 

with light'. The reason it is called drawing a picture with light derived from the process by 
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which in order to capture a photograph it required enough light to enter into the camera. Here 

is an example of the capture of the first photograph (Fig 2.1), with several minutes of 

exposure. 

Fi  ure  2.1 The  first person on photo by Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre  in 1839. 

(Source: http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/photography/image-
collection/#/history_of  photography -  Retrieved: 6 March 2012) 

2.2 Photography and Tourism 

2.2.1 Relationship of Tourism and Photography 

Photography and tourism have a strong relationship with each other. They are co-dependent 

and supportive of each other. Taking a photograph is not just limited to within a studio and 

the use of technology to create the virtual or surreal photograph, but in contrast they can be 

taken anywhere on many subjects depending on the way the photographer sees the world. In 

order to take more kinds of photographs, a traveller or photographer can enjoy the experience 

through visiting different places because it is impossible to take a photograph without the 

presence of the photographer. As Sontag (1977) said, "It seems positively unnatural to travel 

for pleasure without taking a camera along. Photographs will offer indisputable evidence that 

the trip was made, that the program was carried out, and that fun was had". The tourism 

industry is a heavy user of photography as a medium to communicate and promote 

destinations to attract tourists to visit the place. The brochure, travel magazine, postcard, and 
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posters are mediums or channels where the marketer can put an attractive photograph of the 

destination to promote to the tourist and create a pull demand to visit the destination and have 

the demand for actual self-experience (Albers and James, 1988). There are even more for 

travel magazines, which also belong to the branch of photojournalism. It is impossible to 

describe or tell the experience through words as Lewis Hine, American photojournalist, said 

"If I could tell the story in words, I would not need to lug a camera around". 

2.3 Environmental Factors 

Environmental factors surround the environment of a person and include both manmade and 

natural environments. In this research, the manmade environment is a crowded place, 

building or architecture created by man. The natural environment is considered as the 

creation of nature, for example, mountains, rivers, sunrises, sunsets, etc. Environmental 

conditions are important, as in the research, there are some days when the weather is not 

suitable for photography, especially landscape photography. Scarles  (2004) confirmed. 

Markwell  findings concerned the environmental impact on taking photographs, Scarles  

suggests that "the interplay of light and colour on landscape and places intensifies the 

magical qualities of image and drastically alters the mood and atmosphere". The 

environmental factor has a direct effect on the mood and quality of the picture. Tourists who 

try to capture the moment of life with the enhancement of the environment will help to make 

the picture become more lively and real later when they have a chance to see it. Furthermore 

this environment can be related to space or a place of visit. Kim(2010)  has undertaken 

research concerning screen tourism in South Korea on Nami  Island. His research revealed 

that tourists visit the Nami  Island and take a photograph to imitate as in the movie, or even 

asks someone to photograph them, also requesting that it be taken at a certain angle. 

Furthermore, another example of the tourist stimulus to take a similar photograph to that 

previously seen in the marketing media, is the balcony of Romeo and Juliet in Verona, Italy. 
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Tourists old and young take a photograph to imitate and portray the scene from the movie or 

novel. This is the sort of encouragement that the researcher foresees as stimulating tourists to 

take photos that arise out of the environment. 

In contrast, the situation of a bad environment can also discourage tourists to take 

photographs as it may be that it is not suitable, or not possible to create a good atmosphere 

for the tourist. The consequence of unsuitable environmental conditions can have an effect on 

the quality of photograph. The quality in this context not only comprises sharpness and 

composition, but also includes the mood and feel. The photograph can look dull and give a 

bad impression to the tourist and will therefore discourage them from taking it. For instance, 

in terms of lighting, photography requires proper light to maximize the quality of the 

photograph. The same picture taken at different times of the day can mean an alternative 

outcome and quality(Fig  2.2-2.3). The lighting can be a factor that a professional 

photographer is concerned with for a quality photo. For hobbyists or tourists who do not aim 

to capture a stunning quality photograph, but rather an experience or valuable moment, their 

criteria might be the ability to capture a valuable experience and remind them of what they 

did. In terms of photography, this type of photograph is a snapshot. This group might have an 

interest in how to get the picture of a person or place with less concern of overall quality and 

feeling that photograph provides. An example of this is that in a crowded place a tourist 

might be discouraged to take a photograph as it cannot capture what they want and give the 

opportunity to picture the iconic places. It can be concluded that surroundings and the 

environment are factors that tourists take to consideration before taking photographs, in 

orderto  maximize the value of their photographs and travel experience. 
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Figures 2.2 and 2.3 is same place but picture taken at different time 

This is an example that shows how a different time of the day will affect overall picture 
quality that comes from an environmental factor, in this case lighting (Source: Maiyasit  
Pracharmitkij,  2012) 

2.4 Usage of Photo 

Usage of photo is the definition of how the tourist aims to use the photograph. There are 

various usages that tourists utilize for their photographs. For example as a means of 

communication, a way to express themselves or to tell a story, and in this way the photograph 

has also served the purposed of the person who has taken it. A single photograph can be 

interpreted into various meanings but there are some reasons why people use them for certain 

purposes. 

2.4.1 Photographs as Tools for Reminder Value 

Photo taking is one of the tools that people can use to capture a moment of their life in a still 

picture to remind them of the moments that they experienced. In the Couldwell  and MacKay 

(2004) research, one of their participants describes the motive that a photograph has the 

function as a reminder of the trip or something that they have seen before. This implied that 

their motives are to use photographs as evidence of something they see which is similar to 

their experience or reminder of the trip. From Sontag (1977),the  tourist can take a photograph 
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of everything, even if viewed as an ugly or unpleasant scene by locals, but for the tourist the 

thing might be beautiful or worth remembering. This implies that taking a photograph has 

various motives and there is no need for any actual reason to take a photograph of someone 

or something, but rather that the tourist wants to take it for personal preference of 

remembering or reminding. 

2.4.2 Photo Communication 

Photo taking is also considered as an activity that constructs social interaction among tourists 

and for maintaining social relations (Franklin and Crang,  2001).The  advancement of 

technology in photography has also enabled the possibility of instantly capturing after the 

shutter is triggered. This useful equipment has led to the taking of a photograph becoming a 

"must do" activity. One motivation is to communicate (Crang,  1999). Crang's  research 

reveals that tourists take photographs because it helps them to communicate with each other. 

The messages that tourists want to send are "I am rich", "I am happy", "I am adventurous", or 

"I am a good photographer", and any other messages that the tourist wants to convey. The 

channel for distribution of the message or photograph in the present day helps it to reach 

more viewers, friends or relations by using the Internet social networks, for example, 

Facebook,  Flickr  or Multiply. 

The research of Schau  and Gilly  (2003) supports the behaviour that tourists want to 

communicate and share their experiences through social media and email to reach a greater 

audience. Lo, McKercher,  Lo, Cheung,  &  Law (2009) have conducted research on tourism 

and photography and the findings show that tourists are selective in sharing and 

communicating via online channels. Young or new generation tourists are more likely to 

share their photograph online to show where they have been and what they have done during 

the trip. The research shows that for certain destinations tourists do not share, as it is not 
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significant or not so popular, but other more popular destinations are widely shared online. 

This is the way that they can communicate and reach a wider audience and increase or 

maximize its range. Tourists seek more online channels or even use multiple channels (e.g. a 

social media sites, blogs  or instant messaging.) but the most popular channel is through a 

social media site. 

2.5 Code of Conduct 

A code of conduct is a set of rules, ethics and responsibilities a photographer should follow to 

respect the local culture and privacy of others. The code of conduct in photography 

applicable for a tourist can be seen widely at the places of visit that have "NO PHOTO" 

signage  or some rules or regulations that do not allow a tourist to use certain equipment; for 

instance, flash, as it might be harmful to the subject (e.g. museum, zoo). Beyond the "no 

photo" signage,  the rules and regulations of the place relate to photography, such as 

behaviour guidelines. For instance, in Thailand the historical sites have signage  for proper 

behaviour guidelines to prevent disrespectful action that might lead to photography and 

images of the place. Furthermore, at the place of visit, tourists also have to respect the rights 

and privacy of local people and others. There is some advice from photography magazines 

for tourists. A research study conducted by Markwell  (1997) reveals that some participants do 

not want to take a photograph of locals as it is viewed as harassment of local people. 

Sontag(1977)  has mentioned that "To photograph people is to violate them, by seeing them as 

they never see themselves, by having knowledge of them they can never have; it turns people 

into objects that can be symbolically possessed". Some countries even have the 'No 

Photograph Policy'. For instance, in the UK there was a case where a father was questioned 

by police for taking a photo of his own daughter which is against the Prevention of Terrorist 

Act (BBC). This concludes that there is negative motivation not to take a photograph, as it is 
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harassment of the object, by law or by policy. The tourist will not be encouraged to take a 

photo in certain places or of certain objects. 

2.6 Personal Profile 

A personal profile in this study is the demographic features or background of a tourist (age 

and travel associate) and also includes photographic skill. Every picture that is taken is 

selected for selective memory of a particular time, place and performance to enrich the 

tourist's experience. Personal background in the relationship helps in shaping a tourist's 

perception of memory and what is valuable enough to capture for a purpose. Couldwell  and 

MacKay (2004) research has revealed the participant's point of view; that they take a picture 

because it reminds them of their own past experience. "It reminded me of mom's summer 

kitchen, especially the smells." has come from one of the participants. This reflects that 

sometimes people just recall their experience or memory through a previously experienced 

picture or scene. 

2.6.1 Photographic Skill 

Skill in photography has a relationship with the decision of taking a photograph. Taking a 

photograph is highly related with the planning of events or a prediction what is likely to 

happen. Taking photographs in the studio, a photographer can re-take them as much as 

possible but for some events a photographer will not have a second chance of the same 

photograph. The amateur or general tourist who seeks just a snapshot; the kind of photograph 

that is taken spontaneously and less artistically, will take it with less planning and concern 

about quality but with more emphasis on value. Professional photographers are more 

concerned planning and the quality, in order to get high quality photographs and expect to 

achieve this (Stuckey, 2010). 

For example, for a sunrise photograph, a professional might have to plan the location, the best 

time, and how to take the photograph to get the best quality. For a snapshot photograph by a 
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tourist, they want to get the sort of shot they have seen on a postcard or in travel magazine 

but with less planning and effort. 

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 Professional Photograph and Snapshot of Angkor Wat  

This is the difference between a professional photograph and a snapshot photograph. 

Source: Best Tourism Website  (http://www.bestourism.com/medias/dfp/10879  -  Retrieved 8 
August 2012) 

Holiday in Angkor Wat  Website  (http://www.holiday-in-angkor-wat.com/images/angkor-
wat-temple-mirror-full.jpg)-  Retrieved 8 August 2012 

2.6.2 Age 

Different age ranges have different perceptions towards objects or subjects. For example in 

the same theme of Nostalgia, the older person will see it as a tool of reminder of how their 

life use to be in the past, but a teenager could perceive it as a trendy architectural style, since 

it is unique to them. In this case teenagers view it as a prime experience, one that they never 

had before, as it is a first time event (Chalfen,  1979). Lo et al. (2011) illustrated that 

differences in age also have a different photo usage as younger ages below 35 years mainly 

shared their photograph online in various channels, mainly on social network sites, while not 

many of the older generation aged more than 55 years share photographs and the medium 

used is photograph albums online. It can be seen that behaviour is also affected by age and 

gives a different purpose and perception in taking photographs. 
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2.6.3 Gender 

Gender is one of the factors of the tourist profile that is not influenced by photo taking 

behaviour. Females and males do not exhibit differences when taking photographs. The study 

conducted by Lo et al. (2011) involved a survey on taking photographs and sharing media 

online, and the research revealed that males and females do not exhibit a difference in 

behaviour when sharing photographs online. This means that behaviour and motives cannot 

be differentiated at a level significant enough to distinguish the difference from males and 

females when taking photographs. 

2.7 Photo Taking Behaviour 

Photo taking behaviour can be defined as the behaviour of a tourist engaging in photo taking 

that has an effect on the stimulation of the tourist to take a photograph. 

The photo taking behaviour can be different from person to person because it is abstract and 

polysemic.  The central concern of visual analysis is the fluidity of interpretation of visual 

images, implying that they can be viewed by different people in different ways (Pink, 2001; 

Collier, 2001). Research by Crang  (1999) also supported that tourists are selective in taking 

photographs that help in communicating with others or even to themselves, and also the 

tourist has become a narrator and commentator of their own experience which can be shared 

with others who view the photograph. In addition, to communicate with others and show 

evidence of being at the destination, a tourist might take a photograph that is the same as the 

marketing media that they have viewed before. This is one of the factors derived from 

external media that stimulates tourists to take photographs. There are major filters that 

stimulate a tourist to take photographs. From selective behaviour, the researcher can point out 

that a first filter is the capacity of the photograph to be taken. Before digital cameras were 

introduced into the market, the only type of camera used was a film camera, and hence the 

number of pictures available to be taken depended on how many rolls of film were carried. 
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Even in the present day the space on memory cards will limit how many pictures can be 

taken. In contrast, the number of pictures taken will increase more and more with the cheaper 

price of memory cards and higher capacity, easing the behaviour of taking photographs in 

terms tourist enjoyment, and taking photographs can be an endless activity during the trip. 

Some people keep and maintain a directory/diary of important personal events in their life. 

This helps an individual look back at life, like a flashback to remember such events. Many 

times, people start to realise that their trip experience has entered a new phase, with evidence 

(physical or virtual) in the form of taking pictures of the places visited. From Crang  (1999), 

Pink(2001)  and Collier (2001) it can be implied that there is no absolute solid or concrete 

way to interpret or understand why tourists take photographs as each one taken means a 

different thing to each person, but we can see what stimulates tourists to take photographs. 

Furthermore, with the development of cameras, digital cameras can do more than taking a 

still photograph, it can also shoot video. Digital cameras in the market at present have 

integrated the function, thus this can enhance the travel experience. 
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2.8 Empirical Studies 

Markwell,  K, W. (1997) Dimensions of Photography in a Nature-Based Tour 

This study takes 23 students from Australia to visit Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia. The research 

was conducted using techniques, such as observations, analysing the participants' diaries, 

photos and conducting pre-and post-trip interviews. The findings proposed that tourists take 

photographs with certain motivations. The research finding reveals that the participants take 

photos of the places that they find unique and different from their usual environment. The 

researcher proposed that the act of photography is an act of filtering and is selective for the 

tourist. One of the participant's diaries shows that she does not want to take photographs of 

local people as it was seen as harassment. During observation, it shows that during bad 

weather the number of landscape photographs dropped, as the effect of the weather did not 

assist in taking a good quality photograph. The researcher also noted that after participants 

become more familiar with their new environment the number of photographs taken also 

declines due to participants wanting to experience and join in the activities of the locals by 

themselves, rather than be a spectator. The finding reveals there are various factors that 

influence photo taking behaviour, ranging from personal profile, environment, experiences 

and usage. Furthermore, photo taking during the trip is one of the social activities that 

strengthen the group bonding and increase social interaction. 

Couldwell,  C. M. and Mackay, K. J. (2004) Using Visitor-Employed Photography to 

Investigate Destination Image 

This research aims to investigate destination image by using the VEP  technique. This 

technique is used to gain understanding of landscapes, aesthetics, outdoor recreation 

experiences and community planning. The research was conducted at a national historic site 

in Saskatchewan, Canada. The respondent of this research is the tourist who volunteered to be 
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part of it. The research methods used are the site's visitor satisfaction survey and the 

distribution of disposable cameras to participants. By distributing the cameras and letting the 

participants shoot anything according to the instructions on the site contributed to most of the 

site images, and the participants have to record why they take those photographs in the given 

diary for correct judgment in the view of the participant. The researcher has to read each 

diary and match it with the photograph numbers to identify and understand the representation 

of photographs towards the site. This research had a 95% response rate and some participants 

are very positive when cooperating with the activity. The findings of the research implied that 

tourists take photographs of everything and are driven by different motives and self-

preference. The photographs that participants take vary from single objects to those that are 

icons of the site. The motives can be simple from "I like it" or "It looks like my father's 

house" or "It reminds me of some good memories". The objective of this research is to 

investigate destination image by using the VEP  technique to gain understanding of what the 

perception of the tourist toward the destination is. This also reveals that destination space and 

surroundings stimulate the tourist to take photographs as a reminder of their experience. 

Belk, R. and Yeh,  J., (2011) Tourist Photographs: Signs of Self 

The purpose of this research is to investigate the reasons that tourists take photographs on 

their trips with cameras or camcorders. These researchers collected data from various sources 

ranging from observation and photographs or videotapes of tourists taking photographs, and 

accompanied the tourists on the trip to get actual experience and informal interviews, photos 

from tourists with narration to elicit their perspective. The findings reveal that photographs 

act as communication tools to communicate or express themselves and the descriptions of 

photos in the research results show that every picture has a different meaning varying from 

person to person. The value is derived from personal perception which makes the tourist 
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selective when taking a picture. Hence, photo taking has allowed the tourist to represent 

themselves and become the author of their own experience. 

Lo, I. S., McKercher,  B., Lo, A., Cheung,  C., &  Law, R 2011) Tourism and Online 

Photography 

This research investigates the use of online travel photo-sharing technologies among Hong 

Kong residents. The participants of this research are Hong Kong residents who travel abroad 

for leisure purposes. The data collection uses 1,466 respondents, many of them who choose 

social network sites are in the younger age group, better educated and higher earners. The 

research is conducted by using questionnaires via the telephone and randomly generated from 

the system. The results show that leisure tourists posting their photographs online by using 

social network sites (SNS)  is the highest channel of photo-sharing. The respondent is also 

allowed to answer which multiple channels they use to share photographs online. There is 

clustering by respondents sharing their photographs via SNS  and photograph albums online, 

personal blogs,  and instant messaging. The results also show that not all the photographs will 

be shared, as it depends on the respondent. From the research, tourists who visited Mainland 

China are less likely to share their photographs than tourists who travel to a European or 

South East Asian country. This effect is from the development of the internet  that allows 

tourists to reach each other with less limitation in terms of geography. The trend of sharing 

photographs will still increase as it is a phenomenon that the younger generation are keener 

on technology and the internet.  

Kim, S. (2010) Extraordinary Experience: Re-enacting and Photographing at Screen 

Tourism Locations 

This research aims to understand how screen tourism locations and association with tourist 

experience are (re)produced,  contextualised  and performed through production and 
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consumption of a Korean television drama entitled "Winder Sonata". The research was 

conducted by observation, photographing tourists and interviews with them. The results show 

that tourists visit Nami  Island and reproduce certain scenes that imitate the scenes from the 

series, and also include certain views, angles of shooting and how the photograph is shot. 

This means that tourists who visit the island gain better experience from the destination by 

enhancing the personalized memory of the place connected with the film location. This can 

be used as a sample of the development of the destination image and marketing to attract 

tourists to visit a place with good memories. 

Table 2.1 Summary of Related Empirical Studies 

Research 
Years 

Research Title Objective of 
Research 

Research 
Methodology 

Research 
Findings 

Markwell  Dimensions of To investigate Interview Result shows that photo 
(1997) photography in the role of Observation shooting is an act of 

a nature-based photography in (Kota filtering and is selective 
tour. the social 

interaction of 
Kinabalu, 
Malaysia) (23 

according to self-
preference. 

the tour 
participants 
and its pattern. 
To find out the 
importance of 
photography 
and its 
meaning. 

Participants). Tourists want to engage 
more in some activities 
when they seem 
familiar with the 
environment. 

Couldwell  Using Visitor- To investigate Interview Perception of tourists 
and MacKay Employed tourist Questionnaire towards destination 
(2004) Photography to destination Observation images of the site has 

Investigate 
Destination 

images by 
using VEP  

(Saskatchewan, 
Canada) (136 

been reflected through 
photos that tourists take. 

Image technique. Participants) 

Continued 
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Table 2.1 Summary of Related Empirical Studies (Continued) 

Belk and Tourist To investigate Interview Photos that tourists take 
Yeh  (2011) Photographs: the reasons Research have variety of 

Signs of Self why tourists (Many meanings according to 
take photos 
and videos 

countries 
around the 

their self-preference, 
but the main aim of 

and what world) taking a photo is to 
photos mean (Participants store their memory in 
to them. not revealed in 

article) 
observed and 
photographed 
or videotaped 
tourist taking 
photo. 

the form of photos to 
act as a souvenir from 
the trip. 

Lo, Tourism and To investigate Hong Kong Result shows that the 
McKercher,  online use of online residents are younger generation, 
Lo, Chueng  photography travel photo- the participants better educated, higher 
&  Law sharing who answered earners are the group 
(2011) technologies Questionnaire that tend to share their 

among Hong 
Kong 
residents. 

via telephone. photographs online. The 
travel photograph from 
a certain destination 
will be shared. 

Kim (2010) Extraordinary 
Experience: 

To understand 
how screen 

Observation, 
Photograph 

This research result 
shows that tourists visit 

Re-enacting tourism tourist, and Nami  Island and 
and location and interview. reproduce certain 
Photographing association scenes that imitate the 
at Screen with tourist scenes from the series 
Tourism experience are and gain better 
Locations (re)produced,  

contextualised  
and performed 
through 
production and 
consumption 
of a Korean 
television 
drama entitled 

individual experience 
and affirms the selective 
photo taking behaviour. 

"Winder 
Sonata". 
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2.9 Summary and Analysis of Literature Reviews 

Photography has changed and shaped tourism. The development of photography has helped 

tourists by the availability to gain access and mobility when taking a photograph. Tourists 

take photographs with a certain motivation. Markwell  (1997) argued that the tourist has the 

behaviour of selection, not all the things that the tourist has seen will be taken as a 

photograph. There are certain reasons why this behaviour occurs. Markwell's  research 

reveals that the tourist takes a photograph because of what they view as important for a 

certain purpose, which varies from person to person. The factors that affect the decision arise 

from usage of photo or even the environment; a rainy day or too crowded a place may not 

make a good photograph. Belk and Yeh  (2011) argued the aspect that the photograph which 

the tourist takes has a different meaning from person to person depends on their motivation. 

This also leads to the interpretation that even the same photograph can be seen differently. 

One of the main reasons that the tourist takes a photograph is as a reminding tool. 

Photography is a support of the tourist's memory that keeps reminding them every time they 

see the photograph. The utilization of photography has the power of communication, whether 

it is for marketing media or among tourists themselves. Tourism requires physical presence to 

gain actual experience but photography is one of the tools that help the tourist to understand 

what they can expect to see or what kind of location it is before consuming the real 

experience. This also leads to the imitation of media that the tourist had consumed before. 

Kim (2010) has undertaken research on screen tourism location support and finds that there 

are external factors which motivate tourists to take photographs as media to be consumed. 

Another phenomenon that is widely spread among the young tourist or new generation is that 

they take photographs for communication purposes, as can be seen clearly by the sharing of 

photographs on the internet  which allows other users to view the photographs that they have 

taken. The research of Lo et al. (2010) confirmed the phenomenon of sharing photographs 
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online. The research reveals that not every photograph will be shared and this confirms the 

research of Markwell(1997)  that tourists have selective behaviour in photo taking with the act 

of sharing. There are now fewer boundaries in communication, with the availability of the 

internet  to reach a wider geographical audience. 

The literature discussed above confirms that tourists behave selectively when taking 

photographs, and is derived individually and differs from person to person. These are 

personal preferences and the purpose of each photograph has its own personal value. The 

interpretation of the same photograph can be varied depending on the perspective of the 

person who is taking it. The stimulation that pushes the tourist to take a photograph can be 

aroused by the media they consume, as in the case of screen tourism location. They may 

imitate or copy a scene they have previously encountered in the media or even from a 

magazine they have read. Tourists also utilize photographs for reminders, but beyond that 

every photograph has its own hidden meaning, particularly if the narrator of the photograph is 

the person who takes it. Communication by photography is now widely spread with the easy 

use of the internet  and the collaboration of social network sites, blogs,  travel websites  and 

other internet  channels. Especially in the younger generation, taking photographs and sharing 

them on the internet  has become like packages that shoot and share to reach others. This has 

shown that in the future photograph taking will become more like a ritual or a "must do" for 

tourists, as nowadays taking photographs is very popular as there are always new gadgets or 

devices integrated with digital cameras as well as the easy availability of internet  

connections. We can see from these developments that mobile devices now have more access 

to the internet  and most places have available Wi-Fi.  This will make the phenomenon of more 

photography being taken and shared on the internet  to keep as personal storage online and to 

also share and let others see with selective sharing support to become part of a self-

communication system. 
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Chapter III 

This chapter includes the theoretical framework, conceptual framework, research hypotheses 

and functions of independent and dependent variables. The conceptual and theoretical 

framework has been developed according to the literature reviewed in the previous chapter 

together with the statements of hypotheses and sets of variables. 

3.1 Theoretical Framework 

Figure 3.1 Model of motivation in taking a photograph 

Code of Conduct 

 

Usage 

 

 

 

Surrounding 
Environment 

 

 

Source: Markwell,  W, K. (1997) Dimensions of photography in a nature-based tour. 
Annals of Tourism Research, 24(1), 131-155. 
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Markwell  (1997) conducted research by gathering data from a photograph collection, pre and 

post-interviews of participants, with analysis of participants' personal diaries to gain an 

understanding of why the participants chose to take certain photographs at a certain time and 

place and what the photograph means to them. The number of participants joining in this 

research was 23, all originating from Australia, and the destination used to conduct this 

research was Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia. Markwell's  analysis came up with the conclusion as 

to why a participant takes a photograph. Markwell  has drawn the conclusion that in order to 

take a photograph participant needs to be motivated by the meaning of it, which varies from 

person to person. In his research, participants have different backgrounds; one-third of 

participants come from social sciences and major in tourism, and the remainder were science 

students, majoring in environmental science. The results from different educational 

backgrounds shows in his research and is reflected on the type of photograph. In the research, 

it also shows the motivations that affect the decision not to take photographs. This was 

reflected as self-preference. During the research, there are some days when the weather does 

not contribute to photo taking or an activity, which discourages participation. From the 

research results the number of photographs taken declined on those days. This was reflected 

in the surrounding environment. 

3.2 Conceptual Framework 

This research purports to understand the motivation behind tourists taking photographs or 

not. Tourists were stimulated to take photographs deriving from their perception of an object 

and surrounding environment. When a tourist travels, they have a chance to stay in different 

environments that encourage them to keep as memories, both good and bad. The photograph 

is evidence to show that the trip was made. The tourist becomes a narrator of their experience 

from the trip so the photograph becomes a tool for them to remember events and make their 

experience last longer, but it cannot replace the actual experience. There are groups of 
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tourists that take the quality of photograph more seriously. This motivation and criteria to 

shoot a photograph are different from others. 

3.2.1 Independent Variable 

The linkage between dependent and independent variables help to understand the effect and 

cause among variables. This model helps to gain understanding on how environmental 

factors, usage of photo, code of conduct and personal profile affect photo taking behaviour. 

Environmental Factors 

An environmental factor is one of the independent variables and has an effect on photo taking 

behaviour. The surrounding environments encourage or discourage tourists to take 

photographs. While tourists travel, the environment might change from their original 

environment and how they spend their daily life as they may have experienced differences, 

either good or bad, which triggers them to take it as a memory or a slice of life. Other factors 

are categorized by two environments; manmade and natural. Those two categories can 

portray the picture in different environments. Manmade environments include architecture, 

buildings, structures, or even crowded places, which have an effect on decision making. In 

natural environments, nature has created something man cannot imitate, for example, sea, 

mountains, sunrises, sunsets, etc. Those are the scenes that tourists might be motivated to go 

and experience and take the memory back home. For instance, there are some tourists who 

are eager to visit a certain place to experience a natural scene or phenomenon and capture the 

photograph to take home as evidence of being there and being part of that environment. 
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Usage of Photo 

The usage of photo is one of the variables that motivate tourists to take photographs and is 

affected directly by dependent variables. The usage of photo can be varied from person to 

person but can be categorized as the main reason for the photograph to serve its purpose. The 

usage of photo is for reminder and communication. The reminder usage of photo is one of the 

purposes to keep the memory or experience alive. As time passes the human memory might 

get mixed up or fade but photographs still remain as reminders of what they have to do or 

what they have done in the past, or recall the memory that has been stored and remind them 

of that memory once again. A picture is worth a thousand words and has power, and is 

heavily used in the marketing function to communicate the hidden message inside the picture, 

for example, to motivate or the send a message of status. A classic example in the present day 

is the tourist who posts or shares their travel photographs on a social network site or travel 

blog,  as it can reach limitless people in terms of geography and relay their experience. 

Furthermore, such communication can also be used to express or transmit their perception to 

others. The usage still varies but can be seen from what kind of picture they take or their 

behaviour when taking photographs. 

Code of Conduct 

Code of conduct isa  personal, ethical responsibility when taking photographs, and following 

the guidelines of the destination or certain practices in order to respect local people and their 

culture. This can be a stimulus to motivate tourists as to whether or not to take a photograph, 

as tourists might view it as harassment and violation of privacy and rights. To illustrate this 

as a clear picture, tourists usually buy some goods or services of small value in order to ask 

permission to take a photograph of the shop or the owner. In places that control the use of 

cameras and have a "no photography" or "no flash photography" sign; for instance a 

museum, tourists have the option either to sneakily take photographs or obey the rule not to 
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take photographs, and follow the guidelines of the place visited. Hence, this factor has an 

effect on photo taking behaviour. 

Personal Profile 

The personal Profile of a person portrays their experience and expectation of what to see and 

what to take. The difference between the levels of photography can be reflected by their 

seriousness when taking photographs. For instance, the tourist who is casual or a hobbyist 

photographer would rather seek to create a snapshot, the main purpose being to capture the 

moment. In contrast, professional photographers are more concerned with factors such as 

lighting, composition, angles, time, and quality. 

Figure 3.2 Conceptual Frameworks 
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Source: Adapted from Markwell(1997)  
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This can also be linked to the type of camera used. Age is also another factor that plays an 

important role; teenagers tend to be familiar with gadgets such as cameras and keen on using 

the internet.  Research shows that teenagers tend to share more photographs online than adults 

with less knowledge of the internet.  In conclusion, personal profiles have shaped the 

perception and other purposes of photographs which lead to modified photo taking behaviour. 

3.2.2 Relationship with Dependent Variable 

Photo taking Behaviour (dependent variable) is affected by the variation of independent 

variables. Independent variables affect the result of photo taking behaviour. Before the tourist 

takes a photograph, there is a moment when they are selective in what should be taken. The 

combination of four independent variables mean that each individual has a different way of 

taking a photograph and what kind of photograph to take. Tourists with different personal 

profiles might wait or prioritize each independent variable differently. Certain groups might 

just want to capture a photograph for memory or simply for creating a snapshot of their travel 

journey, but certain groups of tourists might be concerned with overall quality or want to 

send a more serious message. The priority of each individual shifts and makes every 

photograph unique and valued differently. Researches by Pink(2001)  and Collier (2001) 

argues that the interpretation of the photograph is fluid and polysemic.  

3.3 Research Hypotheses 

This research sets pre-determined outcomes of why tourists take photographs. The 

hypotheses were set for the empirical study and conceptual framework. 

Hypothesis 1 :  Code of conduct, environmental factors and usage of photo do influence photo 

taking behaviour 

Hypothesis 2 :  Differences in travel associate influenced on photo taking behaviour 
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Hypothesis 3 :  Differences in photographic skill influenced on photo taking behaviour 

Hypothesis 4 :  Differences in camera type influenced on photo taking behaviour 

Hypothesis 5 :  Differences in gender influenced on photo taking behaviour 

Hypothesis 6 :  Differences in age influenced on photo taking behaviour 
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3.4 Operationalization  of Independent and Dependent Variables 

Table 3.1 Operationalization  of independent variables 

Independent 

Variable 

Conceptual 

Definition 

Operational 

Components 

Scale of 

Measurement 

Question 

No. 

Travel associates Travel 

Companions at the 

time of taking 

photo 

—  Solo 

—  Friend 

—  Family 

Nominal Scale 1 Part I 

Photographic Skill Photography Skills 

Status 

Camera Type 

—  Amateur 

—  Professional 

—  Mobile Phone 

—  Compact 

Camera 

—  D-SLR Like 

—  D-SLR 

Nominal Scale 

Nominal Scale 

2 Part I 

3Part  I 

Gender Biological Status 

of an individual 

—  Male 

—  Female 

Nominal Scale 4 Part I 

Age Age of an 

individual 

— 15-25 

—  26-35 

—  36-45 

—  46-55 

—  Above 55 

Ordinal Scale 5 Part I 

Continued 
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Table 3.1 Operationalization  of independent variables (Continued) 

Code of Conduct 

for taking 

photograph 

To measure Ethical 

level of tourist 

—  Photograph as 

harassment 

—  Follow the 

guideline of 

place 

Interval Scale 6-11, 

Part II 

—  Awareness of 

local culture 

—  Respect 

privacy 

Environmental 

Factor 

Environmental 

Condition 

— Stimulation 

from weather 

condition 

Interval Scale 12-15, 

Part III 

— Stimulation 

from 

Crowds 

— Stimulation 

from overall 

environment 

— Stimulation 

from unusual 

Environment 

_ . .  
on inue  
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Table 3.1 Operationalization  of independent variables (Continued) 

Usage of Photo Meaning of Photo 

Usage of Photo 

—  Reminder of 

place 

Interval Scale 16-20, 

Part IV 

Photo Quality 

Value of Photo 

—  Reminder of 

associate 

—  Photo as 

souvenir 

—  Photo as tool 

for expression 

—  Quality 

concern 

—  Usage of 

photo 

Table 3.2 Operationalization  of Dependent Variable 

Dependent 

Variable 

Conceptual 

Definition 

Operational 

Components 

Scale of 

Measurement 

Question 

No. 

Photo taking 

behaviour 

Understanding 

behaviour of 

respondent in taking 

photo 

—  Importance of 

photo taking 

—  Addiction to 

photo taking 

Interval Scale 21-31 

Part V 

Continued 
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Table 3.2 Operationalization  of Dependent Variable (Continue) 

Photo taking —  External 

behaviour Motivation to 

(Continued) stimulate 

tourist to take 

photo 

— Selective photo 

taking 

—  Photo as a 

journal 

—  Perception of 

taking human 

photo 

—  Importance of 

capturing a 

moment 

—  Photo taking 

to enhance 

travel 

experience 

—  Obsession with 

photo taking 

Continued 
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Table 3.2 Operationalization  of Dependent Variable (Continued) 

Photo taking —  Privacy 

behaviour concern of 

(Continued) sharing photo 

—  the usage of 

photo after the 

trip 
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Chapter IV 

Research Methodology 

4.1 Research Method Used 

This research is descriptive research. Descriptive research is aimed at the newness of the 

field, the change of nature of the phenomenon being studied and the frequent separation 

between research and action (Veal, 2006).  Descriptive research is pre-planned and 

structured. It is based on large representative samples. This research uses survey techniques. 

The information is gathered from samples of subjects by using questionnaires as a tool. 

4.2 Respondent and Sampling Procedure 

4.2.1 Target Population 

The target of this research is Thai citizens who travel domestically. 

4.2.2 Sample Size 

This research has an unknown population from the fact that anyone can become a tourist by 

him/herself. This research aims to have a confidence interval of 95%. The confidence interval 

approach is worded to determine the sample size (Burns &  Bush, 1995). The formula for 

determining 95% accuracy at the 95% confidence level is 

Equation 1 Sample Size Calculation 

z2(pq) 1.962(0.5 x 0.5)  N = =  385 
e2 0.05 2  

Where: 

z =  the standard error associated with the chosen level of confidence (95%); 
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p =  the estimated variability in the population (50%); 

q =  1- p; and 

e =  the acceptable error ±  5% (desired accuracy 95%) 

The amount of variability in the population is estimated to be 50% which is used in social 

research. 

4.2.3 Sampling Procedure 

The sample design in this study is non-probability sampling which means the subjects are 

selected on the basis of personal judgment or convenience. The researcher conducted a 

survey by selecting Thai tourist through screening by using a Thai language questionnaire 

and those who like to take photos. 

The sample procedure of this study design is according to the following stages: 

1. In the first stage, the researcher conducted a pre-test with 30 questionnaires to select 

Thai tourists in Bangkok on 15th  September 2012. 

2. In the second stage, the researcher self-administered 400 questionnaires to Thai 

tourists at selected the places in Bangkok that have photogenic features e.g. Asiatique,  

Vachira  Benjatas  Park (Rot Fai  Park), etc. The potential respondents were enquired 

whether they were Thai nationals and visitor in Bangkok before handing over copy of 

the questionnaire. 

4.3 Research Instrument and Questionnaire 

The research uses questionnaires as an instrument. The questionnaire is structured and 

designed to collect information on Thai tourists. The questionnaire used in this research has 

been categorized into five parts to serve this research. 
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Part I: Personal Profile 

This part has five questions that aim to understand the level of photographic skill and 

seriousness of the respondent towards photography and gather information on the gender and 

age of the respondent. 

Part II: Code of Conduct 

This part has six questions that aim to understand a respondent's behaviour in photography 

regarding ethical behaviour. The level of agreement is measured on a five-point Likert  scale: 

5 -  Strongly Agree;4  -  Agree;3  -  Neither agree nor disagree; 2 —  Disagree; 1- Strongly 

Disagree. 

Part III: Environmental Factors 

This part has four questions that aim to understand how environment or surrounding 

conditions will affect the decision making of respondents prior to photo taking. The level of 

agreement is measured on a five-point Likert  scale, where values are as before: 

5 -  Strongly Agree; 4 -  Agree;3  -  Neither agree nor disagree; 2 —  Disagree; 1- Strongly 

Disagree. 

Part IV: Usage of Photo 

This part has five questions on the Likert  scale and aims to understand a respondent's 

motivation to take a photograph. This will investigate four aspects; meaning, value, quality 

and usage of photo. The level of agreement is measured on a five-point Likert  scale: 5 - 

Strongly Agree; 4 —  Agree; 3 -  Neither agree nor disagree; 2 —  Disagree; 1- Strongly 

Disagree. 
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Part V: Photo Taking Behaviour 

This part has ten questions on the Likert  scale and one question with a nominal scale that aim 

to understand the respondent's behaviour to photography. The level of agreement was 

measured on a five-point Likert  scale, where:5 -  Strongly Agree; 4 —  Agree; 3 -  Neither agree 

nor disagree; 2 —  Disagree; 1- Strongly Disagree. 

4.4 Collection of Data/Gathering Procedures 

4.4.1 Primary Data 

This research gathers primary data from self-administered questionnaires. Data was collected 

from 1st  to 30 thNovember  2012. Potential respondents below 15 years of age and above 45 

were not included in the study. The research instrument is a Thai language questionnaire. 

4.4.2 Secondary Data 

The source of secondary data in this study includes textbooks, travel photography 

guidebooks, magazines, research from marketing intelligence companies, photography 

organizations, and academic tourism research gathered from the St.Gabriel's  Library at 

Assumption University, online databases, and various photography community websites.  

4.5 Pre-test and reliability test 

Pre-test is a trial run with a small group of respondents as a process to screen out problems in 

the design of the questionnaire. In this process, the researcher looks for errors that might arise 

from the questionnaire itself or make respondents' misunderstand ambiguous questions. 

The reliability analysis indicated the questionnaire design is effective and sufficient to 

examine the six hypotheses. 
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Table 4.1 Reliability Analysis for Pre-Test Questionnaire 

Variable No. of Items Cronbach's  Alpha 

Code of Conduct 6-11 .608 

Environmental Factors 12-15 .715 

Usage of Photo 16-20 .694 

Photo Taking Behaviour 21-30 .660 

The alpha showed in the table is based on Cronbach's  Coefficent  Alpha Scale, the result 

reflects that items are positively correlated to one another. Reliabilities over .60 are 

considered acceptable. This pre-test distributed 30 sets of questionnaires; 36.7% are male and 

63.3% are female. The respondent age group comprised: 40.0% aged 15-25 years old, 45.3% 

aged 26-35 years old and 16.7% aged 36-45 years old. The respondents' photographic skill 

comprised:60.0% -  hobby, 16.7% amateur and 23.3% professional. Respondents travelling 

with a friend accounted for 56.7%, with family accounted for 26.7% and solo travellers 

accounted for 16.7%. 

4.6 Statistical treatment of Data 

This research used the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS)  software for both 

descriptive and hypotheses testing. Hypotheses are tested by using relevant statistical testing, 

this research used descriptive statistics to analyse photo taking behaviour. 

This research used regression to see the relationship between photo taking behaviour and 

environmental factors, usage of photo and code of conduct. 

ANOVA is used to see the differences between each respondent's profile and their photo 

taking behaviour. This illustrated that the different backgrounds of the respondents will affect 

their photo taking behaviour and their decisions when taking a photograph. Analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) measures the statistical significance between more than two means. 
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The test of hypotheses by using ANOVA is aimed at seeing the difference between each 

group based on their personal profile and whether the personal profile has an effect. 

Equation 2 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) Formula 

(I  4  (I X  2 )2 (1  X42  (Ix)2   

±...+  S  Benteen  

Source:AdScience  

(http://www.ad  sci  ence.e  u/up  I oads/ckfi  les/files/htm  l_fi  les/StatEL/state  Lone-

way anova_dependent_groups.htm)  

T- Test is another statistical analysis used in this research. T-test assesses whether the means 

of two groups are statistically different from each other (Zikmund,  2003).This  research 

proposes to compare the difference between gender and photo taking behaviour. Zikmund  

(2003) pointed out that the independent t-test is used to t-test the hypothesis where the mean 

scores on some interval or ratio scaled variables are significantly different for two 

independent sample or groups. 

Equation 3 Independent T-test Formula 

t = 

Source: Heiman(2010).  Chapter 12: The Two-Sample t-test: independent samples t-test. 

Basic Statistics for the Behavioural Science. (6thEd,  pp.262-266).  Wadsworth: Cengage  

Learning, Inc. 

Where: 

xl  =  the mean of sample 1 or group 1 

=  the mean of sample 2 or group 2 

Sxi-  X2  =  
the standard error of the difference between the mean values of group 1 and 2 

n  a  
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Multiple Linear Regression is the analysis to see the relationship between a dependent 

variable with multiple independent variables which have a linear relationship( Veal, 2006). 

The values that are represented in the results are in R to tell how strong the linear relation of 

the independent variable as the value that goes higher shows a stronger relationship. 

Equation 4 Multiple Linear Regression Formula 

Y =  Po+  Ax1+fl2x2+ ....... +fikxk+c  

Where: 

Y=Dependent  Variable 

o  =the constant term 

fi  1 -  /3k  =  the coefficients relating the X explanatory variables to the variables of interest 

X =  Number of Independent Variables 

The Duncan Multiple Test Range is another test that is used in this research. The Duncan 

Multiple Test Range(DMTR)  is used to compare all pairs of means and is the multiple range 

test developed by Duncan in 1955. This procedure is based on the comparison of the range of 

a subset of the sample means with a calculated least significant range. This least significant 

range increases with the number of sample means in the subset. If the range of the subset 

exceeds the least significant range, then the population means can be considered significantly 

(Waldo, 1976). 

Equation 5 Duncan Test Formula 

M RTp  =  Q(ap,  p, n2) Sg  

Where: 

Q =  the multiple range statistic 

ap  =  the p-treatment error rate 



The assumptions of each hypothesis are: 

The difference in the age of the group has an effect on photo taking by the frequency of 

photography and also the usage of photo. The younger age group tend to take more 

photographs as they are keener on cameras and devices and this is linked to how they use the 

photograph, e.g. shared online on social media sites. In terms of photographic skill, this might 

create more awareness of a quality picture than a snapshot, as a professional photographer 

will tend to focus on overall quality, while a hobbyist might concentrate on the value gained 

from the photograph. Gender is one of the factors that may make a difference to photo taking 

behaviour, as females might be more addicted to photo taking than males. Tourists who travel 

in a group (including travel with family and friends) would take a photograph more 

frequently with less awareness of environmental factors and code of conduct, as this group 

tend to take photographs for reminder value and communication. The solo traveler tends to 

take a photograph as a reminder with awareness of environmental factors and code of 

conduct, as this group have more time to spend at the destination and also have less social 

interaction. 

The relationship between photo taking behaviour and environmental factors assumed that 

tourists who are aware of the environment might take more or less photographs when by their 

surroundings. 

The relationship between the variables of photo taking behaviour and usage of photo may 

have an effect on perception and selection when taking a photograph for personal value as a 

communication or reminder. 

The relationship between the variables of photo taking behaviour and code of conduct is 

measured by how the responsibility of the tourist affects photographs. Following guidelines 

and awareness of local culture which will affect photo taking behaviour resulted in high 
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scores in code of conduct which discourages or controls the behaviourof  the tourist when 

taking a certain type of photograph at a particular destination. 

4.7 Summary of Statistical Tests Used 

Table 4.2 Statistical method used for data analysis 

No Hypotheses Statements Statistical Test 

Ho I Code of conduct, environment factors and usage 

of photo do not significantly influence photo 

taking behaviour 

Multiple Linear 

Regression 

Hot There is no difference between travel associates 

and photo taking behaviour 

One-Way ANOVA 

Ho3  There is no difference between photographic 

skill and photo taking behaviour 

One-Way ANOVA 

Ho4  There is no difference between camera type and 

photo taking behaviour 

One-Way ANOVA 

Ho5  There is no difference in gender and photo 

taking behaviour 

Independent sample t-test 

Ho6  There is no difference between age and photo 

taking behaviour 

One-Way ANOVA 
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Travel Associate 

17% 

64% 

■ Solo 
Traveler 

Friends 

• Family 

Chapter V 

Presentation of Data and Critical Discussion of Results 

This chapter discusses the primary data collected from the structure questionnaire regarding 

hypothesis and the discussion of the research results gathered from the 400 respondents. 

The number of participants in this survey is 400. There are 120 male and 280 female. The 

participant will be selected during they taking photograph from researcher preliminary 

observation. This research focuses on Thai participant tourists who take photographs 

categorized by personal profile to see the difference between each group. 

5.1 Frequency Distribution of Independent Variables 

5.1.1 Travel Associates 

This research is conducted using 400 questionnaires completed by respondents categorized 

into three groups. Ranking from the highest to lowest, participants who mostly travel with 

friends accounted for 63.8% (255 respondents), those who mostly travel with family 

accounted for 19.3% (77 respondents) and participants who mostly travel alone accounted for 

17.0% (68 respondents). It is noted that the highest percentage of respondents travel with 

friends and together with those traveling in a group account for 83% of the total. 

Figure 5.1 Travel Associate Respondents 



Amateur 
\.53.5%  

7  Professional 

5.1.2 Level of Photography 

This research has categorized the participants by level of photography at three levels. From 

the response from participants, Hobbyist photographers accounted for 53.5% (214 

respondents), Amateur photographers accounted for 34.8% (139 respondents) and 

Professional photographers accounted for 11.8% (47 respondents) respectively. The largest 

group are the Hobbyists who account for more than half of the respondents. This research 

distinguished Hobbyist and Amateur by verbally asking and explain differentiation that 

Hobbyist is a person who has no willing to pursue in photography but might keen to take 

photos but for Amateur is the person who are keen on photography and willing to develop 

their skill to be professional level 

Figure 5.2 Level of Photography of Respondents 

5.1.3 Type of Camera 

This research collects data on the respondents by the type of camera used to take 

photographs. The highest percentage cameras used are mobile phones integrated with a 

digital camera which accounted for 50.3% (201 respondents), D-SLR accounted for 32.0% 

(128 respondents), D-SLR like accounted for 12.3% (49 respondents), and compact cameras 

accounted for 5.5% (22 respondents) respectively. 



Figure 5.3 Type of Camera of Respondents 

5.1.4 Gender 

This research has 400 respondents and categorized by gender 30% are male (120 

respondents) and 70% are female (280 respondents). Thus, the majority of respondents in this 

study are female. Probably because more females appeared to be more cooperative in the 

collection of data than males. This research has high percentage of females as majority 

respondents. This has derived from the observation of researcher that female are found of 

taking pictures which align with the screening in sample selection procedure. 

Figure 5.4 Gender of Respondents 

Gender 

30% 

■ Male 

Female 

70% 



Figure 5.5 Ages of Respondents 

21% 

29% 

Age 

 

52% 

5.1.5 Age of Respondents 

This research has three respondent age groups. The respondents in the age group of 15-25 

year olds accounted for 51.5% (206 respondents), 26-35 year olds accounted for 27.5% (110 

respondents) and 36-45 year olds accounted for 21% (84 respondents). There are no 

respondents in the age group between 46-55 years old and above 55 years old. The main 

group of respondents are in the 15-25 years bracket. This research has aim to collect the data 

on the group that has usage of digital camera and keen on digital photography, thus this age 

of respondent between 15-45 is a suitable age. For the group that younger 15 still do not have 

a clear judgement and might interpret the question wrongly and for over 45 is the group that 

general do not keen on photography and the usage are limited than the age group that this 

research focused. 

5.2 Hypothesis Testing 

The research uses One-way ANOVA for analyzing the different respondent profiles between 

code of conduct, environmental factors, usage of photo and photo taking behaviour to see the 

relationship and whether different travel associates, level of photography, type of camera, 



gender and age are different within each profile item. According to Zikmund  (2003), to judge 

whether the null hypothesis is to be rejected or not the value of significance level should be 

less than 0.05.If  the data has shown the probability of occurrence less than the significance 

level, then the data suggests that the null hypothesis should be rejected. This research also 

used Multiple Linear Regression to see the relationship between one dependent variable and 

multiple independent variables. Furthermore, this analysis also shows the strength of the 

relationship among independent variables. Lastly, this model of analysis presents which 

dominate independent variable has the most effect on dependent variables. 

5.2.1 Hypothesis 1- Code of Conduct, Environmental Factors and Usage of Photo 

Relationship with Photo Taking Behaviour 

Ho  1: Code of conduct, environment factors and usage of photo do not significantly influence 

photo taking behaviour 

Hal: Code of conduct, environment factors and usage of photo do significantly influence 

photo taking behaviour 

Based on the hypotheses set above by using Multiple Linear Regression to explore the 

relationship among independent variables, it also examines the relationship with dependent 

variables. This research looks at the relationships between code of conduct, environmental 

factors and usage of photo and also photo taking behaviour. The first table in the output titled 

`Model Summary' shows the three independent variables that are entered into the regression 

model where the value of R square is .709.This  is considered a strong relationship between 

code of conduct, environmental factors, usage of photo and photo taking behaviour. This 

represents that these three factors have an effect on photo taking behaviour which reflects 

confirmation of the framework. With further analysis by using ANOVA to see the 

relationship to photo taking behaviour, the F value of 322.31 is significant at the 0.000 level. 
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This can be interpreted to show that code of conduct, environmental factors and usage of 

photo are related to photo taking behaviour. This can help to ensure that the framework is 

valid. There is validity of a strong relationship among independent variables but the standard 

coefficient value shows that usage of photo has a bigger influence on photo taking behaviour, 

accounting for .581and  is significant at the 0.000 level. The second variable related to photo 

taking behaviour is code of conduct which accounted for .204,and  is also significant at 

0.000.The  least independent variable that influences photo taking behaviour is the 

environmental factor which accounted for.132.This  has drawn the conclusion that in this 

study code of conduct, environmental factors and usage of photo are related to photo taking 

behaviour. Usage of photo is the most influential factor contributing towards photo taking 

behaviour. Lastly, the null hypothesis is rejected. The result can be interpreted that before 

tourist take photo, there are three factors worth consideration which are code of conduct, 

environmental factors and usage of photo. The most influential factor is usage of photo. The 

usage is a critical factor as there are variety of it usage, as reflected from the table 5.1.4 that 

the dominant usage is to share the photo on social network and the least one is print. This has 

shown tourist use their photo as communication and as a reminder value as the photo will be 

stored on the server. Thus, the tourist are likely not to store the photo as a file on their 

device(s)  or printed as a hard copy. 

Table 5.1 —  Model Summary for Regression model for Code of Conduct, Environmental 

Factors and Usage of Photo Related to Photo Taking Behaviour 

Model Summary 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

1 .842a .709 .707 .26106 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Usage of Photo, Environmental 
Factor, Code of conduct 
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Table 5.1.2 -  ANOVA Result for Code of Conduct, Environmental Factors and Usage of 

Photo in Photo Taking Behaviour 

ANOVAb  

Model 
Sum of 
Squares df  Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 65.900 3 21.967 322.319 .000a 
Residual 26.988 396 .068 
Total 92.889 399 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Usage of Photo, Environmental Factor, Code of conduct 

b. Dependent Variable: Photo Taking Behavior 

Table 5.1.3—Multiple Regression Coefficients 

Coefficientsa  

Unstandardized  
Coefficients 

Standardized 
Coefficients 

Model B Std. Error Beta t Sig. 
1 (Constant) .828 .106 7.780 .000 

Code of conduct .190 .039 .204 4.928 .000 
Environmental Factor .112 .035 .132 3.216 .001 
Usage of Photo .482 .035 .581 13.604 .000 

a. Dependent Variable: Photo Taking Behavior 

Table 5.1.4 Frequencies the usage of photo 

es of.  hoto  usage 
Share on Social 

Network 
Post on website  Store as a file Printing 

358 54 233 104 

5.2.2 Hypothesis2  -  Comparative Difference in Travel Associates with Photo Taking 

Behaviour 

H02: There is no difference between travel associates and photo taking behaviour 

Ha2:  There is a difference between travel associates and photo taking behaviour 
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From the data collected, there are three types of traveler in the sample group of participants. 

There are solo travelers, friends, and family. The solo traveler accounted for 17.0% (68 

respondents), respondents traveling with friends accounted for 63.8% (255 respondents), 

which is dominant in the travel associate group, and respondents traveling with family 

accounted for 19.3% (77 respondents). The result has shown that there is no significant 

difference occurring, so the null hypothesis is not rejected. The data can be interpreted as 

that people taking photographs do not relate to whom they travelled with rather tourist 

emphasis more on the usage of photo. The behaviour might shift when tourists travel with 

friends tend to take more group photos. 

Table 5.2 -  ANOVA Test on Travel Associates in Photo Taking Behaviour 

ANOVA 

Sum of 
Squares df  

Mean 
Square F Sig 

Photo Taking Between 701 2 .351 1.510 .222 
Behaviour Groups 92.187 397 .232 

Within Groups 92.885 399 
Total 

5.2.3 Hypothesis 3 -  Comparative Difference with Respondent's Photographic Skill and 

Photo Taking Behaviour 

H03: There is no difference between photographic skill and photo taking behaviour. 

Ha3:  There is a difference between photographic skill and photo taking behaviour. 

In the data collected, the value shows that significant differences occur. The usage of photo 

has shown in the results that there is a significant difference occurring. The value shown as 

sig  0.004 with the Duncan analysis has shown that professional photographers have an 
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outstanding value at 4.08, whilst hobbyists and amateurs have a value at 3.84 and 3.93 

respectively. 

This concludes that levels of photographic skill have different perceptions or concerns as 

significant differences occur. Professional photographers are dominant in the aspects of photo 

taking behaviour by having outstanding value in the Duncan analysis. Hence, the null 

hypothesis are rejected. This can be interpreted that difference in skill required to take photo 

will lead to different photo taking behaviour.. Finding in table 5.3.3 shown that the mean 

value increased in all factors as the level photography become more advanced. This represent 

that "professional" aims to get a quality photo but an hobbyist simply aims to get a photo 

with less concern on such factors. 

Table 5.3 -  ANOVA Test on Respondent's Photographic Skill with Photo Taking 

Behaviour 

ANOVA 

Sum of 
Squares df  

Mean 
Square F Sig 

Photo Taking Between 2.583 2 1.292 5.679 .004 

Behaviour Groups 90.305 397 .227 
Within Groups 92.889 399 
Total 

Table 5.3.1 -  DMRT  on Respondent's Photographic Skill with Photo Taking Behaviour -  

Duncan Multiple Range Test 

Photo Taking Behavior 

a'b  

Subset for alpha =  .05 

Level of Photography N 1 2 
Hobby 214 3.8407 
Amateur 139 3.9324 
Professional 47 4.0894 
Sig. .197 1.000 

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. 
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size =  90.515. 

b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of 
the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are not 
guaranteed. 
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Table 5.3.2 -  ANOVA Test on Respondent's Photographic Skill with Photo taking 

Behaviour, Code of Conduct, Environment Factors and Usage of Photo 

Level of Photography 

Sig 
Hobby Amateur Professional 

Mean 
Std 

Deviation Mean 
Std 

Deviation Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Code of conduct 3.914 0.478 3.960 0.548 4.227 0.529 0.001* 
Environmental Factor 3.895 0.569 4.043 0.537 4.218 0.582 0.001* 
Usage of Photo 3.809 0.556 3.915 0.600 4.174 0.557 0.000* 
Photo Taking Behavior 3.841 0.432 3.932 0.518 4.089 0.543 0.004* 

*Significance as 0.01 levels 

5.2.4 Hypothesis 4 -  Comparative Difference with Respondent's Type of Camera in 

Photo Taking Behaviour. 

H04: There is no difference between the type of camera and photo taking behaviour. 

Ha4:  There is a difference between the type of camera and photo taking behaviour. 

The types of camera that has the highest use among the participants are Mobile phones which 

accounted for 50.3% (201 participants), compact cameras accounted for 5.5% (22 

participants), D-SLR like cameras accounted for 12.3% (49 participants), and D-SLR 

accounted for 32.0% (128 participants). The results have shown that the significant value of 

photo taking behaviour is .429. The data leads to the conclusion that the type of camera used 

does not lead to any effect on photo taking behaviour. Hence, the null hypothesis failed to 

reject as there is no occurrence of significant difference. This can be interpreted that the type 

of camera would not have effect on the way a tourist take photo. From finding, there is not 

always that hobbyist would not use only compact camera or professional will always use D-

SLR camera. 
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Table 5.4 -  ANOVA Test on Respondent's Type of Camera with Photo Taking 

Behaviour 

ANOVA 

Sum of 
Squares df  

Mean 
Square F Sig 

Photo Taking Between .646 3 .215 .924 .429 
Behaviour Groups 92.243 396 .233 

Within Groups 92.889 399 
Total 

Table 5.4.1 -  Level of Photography with type of camera used. 

Type of 
Camera 

Level of Photography 

Total Hobby Amateur Professional 

Mobile Phone 191 10 0 201 
Compact 
Camera 12 8 0 22 

DSLR-Like  2 47 0 49 

D-SLR 7 74 47 128 

5.2.5 Hypothesis 5 -  Comparative Difference in Respondent's Gender with Photo Taking 

Behaviour 

H05: There is no difference between gender and photo taking behaviour. 

Ha5:  There is a difference between gender and photo taking behaviour. 

In order to test this hypothesis, the researcher used the independent sample t-test to analyze 

the value. From the analysis, the result has shown that there is no significant difference 

occurring in photo taking behaviour which has the significance value of .536. 

With the test of equality of variance, the result has also shown that there no significant 

difference occurring. The test has shown the result of photo taking behaviour has the levene  
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test of 0.007 which is judged as notable. This has shown that females have some differences 

compared to males but with the t-test equality of mean the result is .536, so the conclusion 

has been drawn that there is no significant difference occurring. The conclusion of the results 

confirms that the null hypotheses are not rejected. This concludes that between male and 

female there is not any difference in photo taking behaviour. 

Table 5.5 -  T-test on Respondent's Gender with Photo Taking Behaviour 

Independent Samples Test 

Levene's  Test for 
Equality of 
Variances t-test for Equality of Means 

_  F Sig. t df  Sig. (2-tailed) 

Photo Taking Behaviour Equal variances assumed 7.254 .007 .653 398 .514 

Equal variances not assumed .620 201.413 .536 

5.2.6 Hypothesis 6 -  Comparative Difference in Respondent's Age Group and Photo 

Taking Behaviour 

H06: There is no difference between age groups in code of conduct, environmental factors, 

usage of photo and photo taking behaviour. 

Ha6:  There is a difference between age groups in code of conduct, environmental factors, 

usage of photo and photo taking behaviour. 

The data collection in this research has only three age groups, comprising 15-25 year old, 26-

35 year old and 36-45 year old. From the result, there are significant differences occurring in 

the groups. The photo taking behaviour has the significance difference of .003. Further 

analysis of Duncan has explored that more respondents in the age group of 26-35 year olds 

have the highest concerns in photo taking behaviour as the value shows 4.0309. This reflects 

that age groups have an effect on photo taking behaviour shown by the different values of 

each age group. This can be interpreted that differences in age of the respondents have effect 

on photo taking behaviour. The photo taking behaviour will be difference as table 5.6.2 
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shows that differences in age group leads to differences in code of conduct, environment 

factor and usage of photo. 

Table 5.6 -  ANOVA Test on Respondent's Age with Photo Taking Behaviour 

ANOVA 

Sum of 
Squares df  

Mean 
Square F Sig 

Photo Taking Behaviour Between Groups 2.685 2 1.343 5.909 .003 
Within Groups 90.204 397 .227 
Total 92.889 399 

Table 5.6.1 -  DMRT  on Respondent's Age with Photo Taking Behaviour 

Photo Taking Behavior 

Duncan
a
'
b  

Age N 
Subset for alpha =  .05 

1 2 
36-45 years old 84 3.8167 
15-25 years old 206 3.8675 
26-35 years old 110 4.0309 
Sig. .417 1.000 
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. 

a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size =  116.054. 

b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean 
of the group sizes is used. Type I error levels are 
not guaranteed. 

Table 5.6.2 -  ANOVA Test on Respondent's Age with Photo Taking Behaviour, Code of 

Conduct, Environment Factors and Usage of Photo 

Age 

Sig 
15-25 years old 26-35 years old 

Std 
Deviation 

36-45 

Mean 

years old 
Std 

Deviation Mean 
Std 

Deviation Mean 
Code of conduct 3.917 0.488 4.068 0.505 3.958 0.586 0.045** 
Environmental Factor 3.903 0.568 4.077 0.602 4.063 0.498 0.012** 
Usage of Photo 3.815 0.556 4.035 0.582 3.881 0.614 0.006* 
Photo Taking Behavior 3.867 0.444 4.031 0.482 3.817 0.543 0.003* 

*Significance as 0.01 levels 
**Significance as 0.05 levels 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Chapter six includes a summary of findings, discussions and conclusion of the outcomes 

along with recommendations and suggestions for further study. 

6.1 Summary of Findings 

This part consists of a summary of respondents' profiles and hypotheses testing results from 

400 respondents. 

6.1.1 Respondent's Profile 

Table 6.1 Summary of Respondents' Profiles 

Respondents' Sample Profile Findings (%)  

Travel Associate Solo Traveler 17% 
Friends 63.8% 
Family 19.3% 

Level of Photography Hobbyist 53.5% 
Amateur 34.8% 
Professional 11.8% 

Type of Camera Used Mobile Phone 50.3% 
Compact Camera 5.5% 
D-SLR like 12.3% 
D-SLR 32.0% 

Gender Male 30% 
Female 70% 

Age Group 15-25 years old 51.5% 
26-35 years old 27.5% 
36-45 years old 21.0% 

In table 6.1, over half (63.8%) of the respondents were traveling with friends and it can be 

concluded that group travel accounted for 83.1% when combined with respondents traveling 

with friends and family. 53.5% of the respondents claim to be hobbyist photographers. This is 

the largest group, and the smallest group were professional photographers who accounted for 

11.8%. The dominant type of camera used by the respondents is a mobile phone which 

accounted for 50.3%, and the lesser type of camera used is a compact camera, which 

accounted for 5.5%. This research comprised 30% male and 70% female. The dominant age 
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group of respondents was 15-25 year olds which at 51.5% accounted for more than half, and 

the smallest age group of36-45  year olds accounted for 21%. 

6.1.2Hypothesis  Testing Result 

In hypothesis testing this research has utilized One-Way ANOVA, Multiple Linear 

Regression, Independent T-Test, and Duncan Test. The results are shown below: 

Table 6.2 Summary of Hypothesis Testing Result 

Number Hypothesis statement Statistical test Results 

H01 Code of conduct, environmental 

factors and usage of photo do not 

significantly influence photo 

taking behaviour 

Multiple Linear 

Regression 

Rejected 

H02 There is no difference between 

travel associates and photo taking 

behaviour 

One-way ANOVA Not Rejected 

H03 There is no difference between 

photographic skill and photo 

taking behaviour 

One-way ANOVA Rejected 

H04 There is no difference between 

camera type and photo taking 

behaviour 

One-way ANOVA Not Rejected 

Continue 
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Table 6.2 Summary of Hypothesis Testing Result (Continued) 

H05 There is no difference in gender 

and photo taking behaviour 

Independent T-Test Not Rejected 

H06 There is no difference between 

age group and photo taking 

behaviour 

One-way ANOVA Rejected 

6.3 Discussion of Research Study 

6.3.1 Discussion of Hypothesis 1 

The research has a hypothesis as stated in chapter 5. As stated in chapter 5 the three aspects: 

code of conduct, environmental factors and usage of photo have a strong correlation with 

photo taking behaviour. The results show in previous chapters that all of the variables have a 

significant difference. The result reflects that the biggest effect on photo taking behaviour is 

usage of photo, as the standard coefficient value is the highest. However, code of conduct and 

environmental factors have some influence on photo taking behaviour but code of conduct 

has more influence than other aspects as the value is shown at .204 over .132. This means 

respondents give priority to the usage of photo as the main focus when taking photographs. 

This has confirmed the study by Markwell  (1997) that environmental factors, code of conduct 

and usage of photo have become the criteria for tourist photo taking behaviour. The main 

focus of the tourist is on the usage of photo as a tool for reminder, and whether it is ugly or 

pleasant, it is part of their memory (Sontag, 1977). The accessibility of the internet  as a 

channel to post a photograph online (Lo et al, 2009) has made it a stronger tool in 

communication as it can reach a larger audience and allows self-expression. The code of 

conduct has discouraged tourists from taking photographs because there are certain rules that 

need to be followed in some destinations, either by local culture or where the taking of 

photographs is not permitted. Environmental factors have become part of the decision making 
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process in photo taking. Markwell  (1997) has shown in his study results that people are 

discouraged or encouraged when photo taking by the effect the environment may have on the 

photograph. Findings have shown that respondents take photographs both as a 

communication tool and as a reminder for permanent memory. The findings have shown that 

usage of photo is predominant when it is used to upload on social networks. The photo will 

then be stored on the server, internet  or on devices. In terms of tourism this will help the 

tourist to access information about the destination and see an actual snapshot of the place 

rather than a professional shot that has been edited. On the other hand, the destination itself 

has to learn how to be perceived as the photo represents the highlight or an outstanding aspect 

of the destination. It is a two-way communication between tourist and destination. 

6.3.2 Discussion of Hypothesis 2 

It can be seen that a difference in travel associate has made no significant difference. Those 

who travel with various types of people have no different concerns with photo taking 

behaviour. It is not necessary for the travel associate to be taken into account for the tourist to 

make a decision in photo taking. Franklin and Crang  (2001) argued that photo taking is one 

of the social activities during the trip. Thus, a tourist who is not a solo traveler would expect 

to have a group photograph taken during the trip. Markwell  (1997) also pointed out in the 

study that there are a number of group photo taking opportunities at the beginning of a trip. In 

contrast to this research, results show that there may be differentials between each group but 

there was still no notable significant difference in photo taking behaviour. Traveling with 

different people or traveling alone does not shape individual behavior in taking photos. This 

derives from photos, which act as evidence of the traveler's presence at the destination and 

they want to communicate to the photo viewer that they have been there and to share with 

their network. These days the solo traveler is no longer completely alone as they always 

travel with a network of virtual friends. 
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6.3.3 Discussion of Hypothesis 3 

This hypothesis has made the assumption that the photographic level of the respondent would 

have an effect on photo taking behaviour. The result has shown that the photographic level 

has an effect on those factors. In this research, hobbyists accounted for 53.5%, amateurs 

accounted for 34.8% and professionals accounted for 11.8%. Based on the Duncan test, 

professionals have the highest value in photo taking behaviour as this group has more 

concerns when taking a photograph but in contrast the hobbyist has the least value in the 

Duncan test. This is reflected by the hobbyist and professional having different concerns in 

this respect. The result has confirmed the research of Stuckey (2012) who pointed out the 

differences in the photographer's skill. The variation in skill has made the level of concern in 

taking a photograph different. This has shaped the photographer's behaviour. For instance, 

the hobbyist or amateur has less concern in taking a photograph than a professional. The as 

the photographic skill increases. The way tourist perception shifts towards destination 

changes when taking photos. The perception in taking photos shifts in accordance with 

photographic skill. The way tourists take photos will change as the hobbyist aims to produce 

a snapshot but the professional aims to produce a photo that involves photographic skill. 

6.3.4 Discussion of Hypothesis 4 

The null hypothesis has been rejected in the previous chapter. The differentiation in the type 

of camera has not had an effect on any variables in this research. In this research, there are 

four types of camera; mobile phones accounted for 50.3%, compact cameras accounted for 

5.5%, D-SLR like accounted for 12.3%, and D-SLR accounted for 32.0%. This has shown 

that camera types are not important enough to make a difference in photo taking behaviour. 

This reflects that external factors such as cameras would not have an effect but more intrinsic 

factors such as photography level do have an effect on those variables. This shows that the 

tools when taking photographs are not essential enough to shape photo taking behaviour. 
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Stuckey (2012) pointed out that photographic levels which can be linked to that of 

professionals improve concern, so it can be implied that nowadays with the technological 

advance in digital cameras, it is possible for every camera to take a good photograph. As can 

be seen from the results, most of the participants in this research used a mobile phone as their 

preferred tool in taking a photograph, with fewer people using compact cameras. The 

implication of this tool selection reflects that tourists perceive mobile phone cameras to be 

able to produce the same quality photograph as compact cameras, and if tourists require more 

quality, they will go for D-SLR like or D-SLR. The behaviour of sharing a photograph online 

has also resulted in the mobile phone being the best tool for taking photographs for tourists. 

The type of camera used has changed the way of taking photos and affects the perception of 

the viewer. In the present day, photos will be shared on the internet  and can be accessed 

globally, and will become easier when shooting with a mobile phone. This has changed the 

method of destination information research, so that tourists will get almost real time updates 

on the same destination from different angles or views. This will help to construct the 

tourist's perception towards the destination. The truth is that professionals do not need to use 

a professional camera as most mobile phones (the dominant camera type in this research) 

have an integrated quality camera enhanced with various applications to produce a 

professional shot, but still cannot achieve high quality. This derives from its usage that there 

is no need for a high quality photo as it is mainly used to upload on to the social network, but 

there are certain groups that have a greater necessity to achieve a quality photo, and these 

belong to the group that print it. 

6.3.5 Discussion of Hypothesis 5 

This hypothesis failed to reject in the previous chapter. The difference in gender between 

male and female does not make any significant difference. This research comprised 30% 

male and 70% female. This reflects that the difference in gender does not lead to a significant 
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difference in concern with photo taking behaviour. Lo et a/(2011)  has pointed out that gender 

has no influence in shaping the photo taking behaviour of tourists, and this research has 

confirmed the finding. The findings result shows that there are 70% female respondent as the 

research observation that female are more keen on photography than men as they admire to 

take more photos. From a tourism aspect, this affects the number of photos of the same 

destination to help others to easily acquire photos and information on it, as these days the 

amount of internet  access steadily increases. It will be difficult to provide untruthful 

information and photos to tourists, but this will help the promotion of a destination. 

6.3.6 Discussion of Hypothesis 6 

The null hypothesis is rejected in the previous chapter. There are three age groups in this 

research. 15-25 year olds accounted for 51.5% which is more than half of the respondents, 

26-35 year olds accounted for 27.5%, and 36-45 year olds accounted for 21.0%. Furthermore, 

with the Duncan test, the result has shown that the age group of 36-35 year olds has concern 

with this aspect but the 15-25 year olds are moderate in photo taking behaviour. Research 

from Lo et al(2011)  has shown that the difference in age has an effect on how the photograph 

is used but there is no differentiation in tourist photo taking behaviour. The only difference 

that can be seen is the way of usage, as the younger generation use social media sites more 

than the older generation, as the familiarity of each generation to each channel is different. In 

conclusion, there are no significant differences between age groups in photo taking 

behaviour. The major age group in this research remains the teenagers and young adults aged 

from 15-25 years old. This group has spare time, and are able to afford the expense of 

traveling, and are very keen to use the internet  and take photos with digital cameras. This will 

change the method of destination information for tourists. There will be more photos of each 

destination reported online for other tourists wishing to visit the site and might also provide 

positive or negative motivation for tourists in this age group to visit the destination. This 
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challenge will impact on destination image, and the owner of the destination will need to be 

aware of how the tourist perceives it. Photos are a main tool in communication and are able to 

spread like a grapevine on the internet.  The marketing of a destination will adapt to a change 

in the way a destination image is communicated to the tourist. 

6.4 Conclusion 

The research has achieved its objective. The result of each hypothesis is illustrated and 

supported by previous studies done by various researchers. The result of hypothesis testing 

and research has shown that Markwell  (1997) has confirmed that photo taking behaviour is 

influenced by environmental factors, code of conduct and usage of photo. In the aspect of 

personal profile, the travel associate has not had an effect on photo taking behaviour. Event 

photo taking is a social activity that tourists expect (Franklin and Crang,  2001). Photographic 

skill has an influence on the way tourists take photographs (Stuckey, 2012). Type of camera, 

gender and age does not have an influence on the way a tourist takes a photograph as the 

result has shown it is not significant enough to be affected by those factors as Lo et al (2011) 

confirms that age group has no influence. 

6.5 Recommendations 

6.5.1 Recommendation on Code of Conduct 

Regarding code of conduct, the result has illustrated that code of conduct has an influence on 

how the tourist takes a photograph. The result reflects that the level of photographic ability 

and age have an influence and create differences. This would suggest that educating 

photographers in good moral behaviour should start at the levels of hobbyist and amateur but 

must also be communicated to the professional photographer as this group should have a 

solid code of conduct as their photographs will be used for commercial, media or other 

professional use and may have greater impact. The professionals can have a bigger impact as 

they have wider coverage and are more influential than other groups. Important points to be 
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highlighted are the right of the individual to be respected and the social norm as these are the 

reasons which can violate the code of conduct. Age groups also affect the respondents' code 

of conduct. The age group that has the least interest in code of conduct is the 15-25 year olds. 

This is reflected in lack of concern by the younger generation. This might derive from being 

willing to take a photograph without being conscious or concerned with the right of the 

individual. The generation that has the highest concern with code of conduct is the age group 

of 26-35 year olds. This group are more mature in respecting the rights of others and the 

norm of society as this group has experience of a bigger society. If tourists learn and improve 

in this respect there would be less news on the media of inappropriate photographs, for 

instance the photographs that do not respect Buddhism and Buddha statues or other kinds of 

photograph that are prohibited. Tourist destinations should be encouraged to communicate 

clearly what is prohibited and place signs in the area to educate tourists in their unusual 

environment. On the other hand, tourists should also learn the norm or rules of photography 

at destinations to avoid conflict. Overall, code of conduct should be developed at all levels, as 

photographs are a powerful tool to convey messages, as is sharing photographs online which 

has led to greater sharing of information and less boundaries in communication to reach a 

wider geographical area. 

6.5.2 Recommendations on Environmental Factors 

The result claims that environmental factors have an influence on photo taking behaviour. 

This can be seen clearly at the professional level. The professionals are concerned with the 

overall composition of the photograph in that it must be nice and clean and convey the correct 

message. A professional photographer will wake up early to capture the sunrise with the aim 

of getting a stunning shot and might be inspired by a magazine that they have seen before. 

For the hobbyist or amateur, environmental factors are of less concern as their aim is to 

produce a snapshot or professional-like photo that they have seen before in the media or 
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simply just to take a snapshot of life. The suggestion is that the tourist destination should 

provide a corner or place, to draw a tourist to the site and be able to control the way that they 

move around. Another recommendation would be that the destination should promote itself 

by having a manmade structure to provide a memorable or iconic photograph which will 

bring with it the benefit of a photogenic site. This will help the destination to promote itself, 

as one of the rituals of the present day is tourists taking a photograph and sharing it online. 

Technology has made the taking of a photograph possible anywhere and anytime. With the 

majority of cameras used to take photographs being mobile phones, this is also a sign that in 

the future there will be more and more photographs taken by this method. This will have an 

impact on the size of the audience and with social network sites readily available to tourists 

there will be a quicker fluctuation in photogenic information. Also in the future the use of 

compact cameras will decrease as both the mobile phone and compact camera can produce 

exactly the same quality of image and tourists who strive for better photo quality can opt for 

D-SLR like or D-SLR. To conclude, environmental factors can help in promoting 

destinations to attract tourists and control their movement as tourists prefer to go to a place 

that is iconic or photogenic. 

6.5.3 Recommendation on Usage of Photo 

The usage of photo is the dominant factor that influences tourists to take photographs. In the 

present day, the use of a photograph is more than a reminder for the place or associates, 

tourists travel with. The function seems to be expanding towards communication, either with 

each other or to convey a certain message. These days the channels that cannot be neglected 

and are gaining in popularity rapidly are social network sites such as Facebook,  Pinterest  (the 

social network that also has fast growth in members). A single sharing of a photograph can 

reach hundreds or thousands of people across the globe instantly. The availability of internet  

and the integration of mobile phones with internet,  both from cellular data or wifi  hotspots,  
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are widely available in tourist destinations and have meant that tourists can share photographs 

while they are traveling. Another usage on the internet  that has a big impact on 

communication and destination image is the travel review site. Tourists find the information 

on the internet  or media before traveling, and a website  like Tripadvisor  helps a destination to 

promote itself with the photograph coming from the tourist and therefore considered to be 

less biased than a professional shot provided by the destination. The trend of sharing 

photographs online has become more and more popular which can be good for destinations. 

However, word of mouth can provide good publicity when combined with a photograph as 

evidence, but it can also have a downside. This trend will keep going on combining the usage 

and other two variables to help the destination to understand what tourists expect and will be 

reflected on where tourists take photographs and what they will capture, which will lead to 

more usage. Linked with the code of conduct, tourists will be able to understand the impact of 

their shared photograph, and how it might create confusion or a misperception of themselves 

or the destination. Hence, tourists should be encouraged to share or use their photographs 

responsibility. 

6.5.4 Recommendation for Future Study 

This research has shown that tourists taking photos are willing to communicate to others what 

they have seen or where they have been. Photos produce inarguable evidence of the visit and 

what the destination looks like, together with a reminder, as photos can be recalled anywhere 

and at any time when the internet  is available. The perception of the tourist can change by the 

overflow of information produced, whether from photos or reviews widely spread on the 

internet.  Also, this research mainly focuses on still photography which is just a slice of 

memory or part of the destination. For future study, the researcher recommends investigating 

the impact of social network photos on destination image and promotion. There will be 

further challenges in destination promotion from a marketing aspect as there will be more 
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intense competition. Another study to be recommended is the kind of images that tourists 

produce during their trip. There are many kinds of photography generated from tourism but 

knowing what kind of photo is produced from a destination will help the destination 

understand tourist perception. There are a number of photos produced by tourists at the same 

destination, and these can be considered to ascertain what the tourist is looking for and 

expects, and thus this will reveal the perception of the tourist. The final recommendation is 

videography,  once internet  connection is widely accessible, the development of connection 

speed and software will make uploading a video to share on social networks more possible. In 

the future, there will be more people sharing videos and this might lead to a decrease in still 

photos being uploaded as video is livelier and produces better communication for the viewer 

and photographer. There will be a greater challenge on the part of communication with the 

rise of various mediums, and the challenge to the destination in promoting their image to 

tourists that their destination is worth a visit. The researcher hopes that this research can 

contribute to the future research mentioned above. This research only reveals why tourists 

take photos while traveling, but with the development of various aspects there are still 

various dimensions to be covered to gain understanding and adapt to the tourism industry. 
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APPENDIX 



Questionnaire 

Dear Respondents: 

This questionnaire is part of the Master Thesis for Master of Business 
Administration in Tourism Management, Graduate School of Business, 
Assumption University. The study is "A Study on Thai Tourist Photo taking 
Behaviour". Your answers are very valuable and your information will be 
treated as confidential and used for academic purpose only. Your cooperation 
and precious time spent in answering this questionnaire is highly appreciated. 

Part I :  Personal Profiles 

1. Whom you always travel with? 

❑ Solo Traveller ❑  Friends ❑ Family 

2. What is your level of Photography? 

❑ Hobby ❑ Amateur ❑ Professional 

3. What types of camera you often use to take photo while travel? (Choose 1) 

❑ Mobile Phone ❑  Compact Camera (e.g. Canon IXUS)  

❑ DSLR-Like  (e.g. Canon G12) ❑  D-SLR (e.g. Canon 1100 D or above) 

4. Gender 

❑ Male ❑  Female 

5. Age 

❑ Below 15 ❑  15-25 ❑  26-35 ❑  36-45 ❑  Above 45 
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Part II :  Code of Conduct 
Please tick (✓)  one best that indicate your level of agreement for following 
statements: 5 -  Strongly Agree, 4 -  Agree, 3 -Neither agree nor disagree, 2 —
Disagree, 1- Strongly Disagree 

No Statements 5 4 3 2 1 

6 I think taking photo of stranger without 
consent is harassment 

7 If there is "NO PHOTO" signage,  I 
follow the sign (at religious ceremonies, 
shrines and military sights) 

8 I try to be aware of cultural values while 
taking photo (e.g. not to take photo at 
religious places) 

9 I politely ask before taking someone's 
picture 

10 My pictures cover both locals and guests 

11 Group photographs during the tour is 
socially expected thing to do 

Part III :  Environmental Factor 
Please tick (✓)  one best that indicate your level of agreement for following 

statements: 5 -  Strongly Agree, 4 -  Agree, 3 -Neither agree nor disagree, 2 —

Disagree, 1- Strongly Disagree 

No Statements 5 4 3 2 1 

12 Weather conditions rules my decision to 
take photo 

13 Overcrowded place discourage me to take 
photo 

14 Beautiful surrounding motivates me to 
take photo 

15 Surrounding same as my daily life 
discourage me to take photo 
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Part IV :  Usage of Photo 
Please tick (✓)  one best that indicate your level of agreement for following 
statements: 5 -  Strongly Agree, 4 -  Agree, 3 -Neither agree nor disagree, 2 —
Disagree, 1- Strongly Disagree 

No Statements 5 4 3 2 1 

16 Photos remind me of the place I visit 

17 Photos remind me of the people I 
travelled with 

18 I take photos as a symbol that represent 
my experience 

19 I take photo as a tool to express myself 

20 I value my photo over the quality 

Part V :  Photo Taking Behaviour 
Please tick (✓)  one best that indicate your level of agreement for following 

statements: 5 -  Strongly Agree, 4 -  Agree, 3 —Neither agree nor disagree, 2 —

Disagree, 1- Strongly Disagree 

No Statements 5 4 3 2 1 

21 I always plan to take a good photo 

22 I take lot of photos while travelling 

23 I want to take photos that are same on 
marketing media that I have seen (e.g. 
brochure, travel magazine) 

24 I am selective before taking a photo 
(e.g. take photo of things I never 
experience before) 

25 Taking images help me keep a record of 
travel journey of the places visited 

26 I try to capture humans same as objects 

27 I prefer making video alongside taking 
pictures to cover scenario 
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28 My travel experiences is much better now 
with camera than before 

29 For me, taking pictures seems to be my 
endless obsession (the more photographs 
I take, the more I need) 

30 I do not mind sharing my travel 
photograph online 

31. I use photo: (You can choose more than 1) 

❑ Share on social media (e.g. Facebook,  Twitter, Pinterest)  

❑ Post on website  (e.g. travel, blog,  photography website)  

❑ Store as a file in the device/computer 

❑ Print 

❑ Others (please specific)  
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